
MIGSuite - the solution for data migrations
Are you facing the challenge of a technically complex data migration? 

The efficient and revision-safe solution for your migration projects

Many companies still work with outdated (mainframe) systems that are an obstacle to accelerate digital transfor-
mation and do not meet the latest professional and technical requirements.

A smooth data migration from your old legacy system to your new target operating system environment should 
only take place with a tried-and-tested migration process that has been certified by auditors.

With the MIGSuite solution adesso offers an efficient and error-minimized handling of technically complex mi-
gration projects. Your employees can continue working as usual while we prepare your data for the new system 
landscape and migrate it to your target solution.

We will support you regarding your migration project.
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Flexibility allows for the implementation of 
a complete migration at a single point in time 
(big bang) as well as a step-by-step migration 
strategy.

Cost reduction is achieved through the effi-
cient and holistic migration of data to the new 
environment, allowing outdated technologies 
to be replaced faster.

Operational performance ensures simple ex-
pansion according to your specific needs.

Archiving - permanent display of historical 
data with MIGPool.

Saving of resources thanks to clear and com-
prehensible planning of your migration project.

Revision safety plays an important role in 
MIGSuite – the migration process has been 
certified by auditors according to the IDW PS 
880 standard.

Industry independence - optimised for tech-
nically complex data migrations – no matter in 
which industry and with which technologies, 
for example, mainframe/host replacement or 
migrations to the cloud.
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Your advantages

Migrating the data to your new system will be easy and run smoothly thanks to the advantages offered by our 
solution:

Let’s analyse your migration project together and compare it with the best practice approach to migration. Our 
long-standing experience allows us to develop the right migration strategy for your project together with you.

Technically complex data migrations based on the latest technology

MIGSuite is based on Java technology, is therefore independent of operating systems and can be integrated either 
into your current IT system landscape or can be run in the cloud. You only switch to the new system after a success-
ful migration of your data. With the offered approach the data loss is prevented.

Our MIGSuite migration solution is being enhanced on a continuous base, ensuring that it’s at the cutting edge of 
the latest technology.

Do you have any questions?
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